January, 2015

**Announcement: Transactions of JSASS move into online journal**

The Japan Society for Aeronautical and Space Sciences, JSASS, has published a print journal, Transactions of JSASS, as an international English journal. Now JSASS has reformed the journal with an increasing number of submissions from researchers out of Japan, and the reformed journal will soon change its publication form from printed journal into online journal, which I can be accessed from around the world. Printed version of the journal is finished by Vol.58, No. 2 (March, 2015 issue), and from Vol.58, No3, only online version of the journal is available on the J-Stage web site: [https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/browse/tjsass](https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/browse/tjsass).

In this society, any universities or research organizations, etc., can subscribe to Transactions of JSASS. Please consider subscription to the convenient online journal. For details, please check the web page, [http://www.jsass.or.jp/webe/annai/content0028.html](http://www.jsass.or.jp/webe/annai/content0028.html) and contact us via email to office@jsass.or.jp.

Seiya Ueno, The president of JSASS